
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 8 

1. A poem by Wang Zhihuan states that “Spring winds never pass” this location. A beacon known as Majuanwan 
survives at this site, and a fortress with this name is approached from the east past the Large and Small Frangpan 
Castles, after which travelers cross the Shule (shu-le) River. This is the west end of a structure that begins at the Wine 
Spring. A route through Hani to the north eventually supplanted this location, which unlike the much later Jiayu was known 
for trade rather than exile. The first set of structures given this name were completed northwest of Dunhuang by Emperor 
Han Wu Di, and were named for the cargo of caravans from Khotan, whose winter and summer routes converged to the east 
of this location. FTP, name this narrow point in the Gansu Corridor, the final gate of the Great Wall of China through which 
the Silk Road passed to the west. 

Answer: The Jade Gates or Jade Passes or Yumen Guan 

2. The ancestors of one people group now living on this body of water revered a sacred site at Zalavruga (za-la-VROO-
ga), which contains a rock art panel depicting several swan and moose-headed beings. A group of islands in this body 
of water contains a network of stone labyrinths and mounds, many of which are found on Grand Zayatski. A monk 
beset by a storm while crossing it founded the Krestny Monastery and its Church of the Exultation after praying to the Holy 
Cross on Kiy Island. Later, a monastery in its Solovetski (so-lo-VYET-ski) Archipelago became the first labor camp in the 
Gulag. This body of water fills the Graben of Kerets, and the steep cliffs of its Kandalaksha (kan-da-LAK-sha) Gulf are 
bounded by fault scarps, while the low and marshy Bay of Mezen is an eastern extension found adjacent to the Gorlo Strait. 
A canal which departs this sea at Onega Bay connects Petrozavodsk (pe-tro-za-VODSK) to its chief port, which contains the 
St. Michael Monastery. FTP, name this sea located between the Kanin and Kola Peninsulas which receives the Northern 
Dvina River at its port of Archangelsk (ar-kan-GELSK). 

Answer: White Sea or Byeli Mor or Serako Yam or Vienanmeri 

3. The only highway on this island overlooks a rookery called the Hardies as it climbs a sea cliff known as the Hillpiece, 
but dead ends before it reaches Anchorstock Point. Olav Mountain is a satellite peak of this island’s highest point, 
which is described in chapter fifteen of the Mystery of A. Gordon Pym. A plaque at St. Mary’s Church on this island 
commemorates the West Riding Incident, in which all but two of the adult males living on this island disappeared while 
trying to trade with a passing ship. The only agriculture on this island occurs at a potato garden known as the Patches, and its 
only industry is a crawfish factory that stands over Calshot Harbor, whose name originated due to a complete evacuation of 
its population to Hampshire due to the eruption of its Queen Mary volcano in 1961. Grouped along with Nightengale, 
Stoltenhoff and Inaccessible, this is, FTP, what island of the South Atlantic whose city of Edinburgh of the Seven Seas is the 
most remote inhabited place on Earth? 

Answer: Tristan da Cunha 

4. The Sechelt people give their name to a series of tidal rapids in Skookumchuck Narrows in this body of water, while 
the Tla Amin band of the Malaspina Peninsula, along with the Klahoose and Sliammon make up the Comox, who 
created its Great Shell Midden. The Tz’uminus (tsu-MIN-us) people were involved in a recent name change which 
made this body of water an arm of a larger sea. Water flows into its south through the Haro Strait past Saturna, Galiano 
and Salt Spring Islands. Glaciers carved its Howe Sound and Jervis Inlets, two of its eastern extensions, and it receives the 
Nooksack, Toba, and Homathko Rivers. The Johnstone Strait passes through the labyrinthine Gulf Islands to its northwest, 
and its southern limit is the San Juan Islands, whose city of Friday Harbor is known for its orcas. Bellingham is found on its 
Boundary Bay, where it meets the 49th parallel. FTP, name this arm of the Salish Sea located north of Puget Sound which 
receives the Frasier River, and separates Vancouver Island from mainland British Columbia. 

Answer: Strait of Georgia (although accept Salish Sea up to the mention of a “larger sea”) 

5. Guns, Germs and Steel was written in regard to a question posed by a leader of one of these entities, one of which is 
based at Auki in the province of Malaita. Karkar Island was home to a pre-World War II example of these groups 
whose leader correctly predicted the bombing of Madang. An earlier example was based at Valala and was first described 
as “the madness.” The Rai Coast Development Agency became one of these entities after the Australian government rebuffed 
a proposal of Yali. The best known of these entities believes in a being believed to reside in the fires of the Yasur Volcano, 



follows the kastom tradition, and lives on Tanna in Vanuatu. FTP, name these religious entities exemplified by the John Frum 
movement involved in the building of airstrips and harbors in anticipation of advanced goods, mainly based in the South 
Pacific. 

Answer: Cargo Cults 

6. This city is surrounded by the suburbs of Gama and Taguatinga (ta-gua-TIN-ga). The medium’s town of Vale do 
Amanhecer (al-man-YE-ser) is the center of a syncretic millennial movement and is near this city’s satellite town of 
Palanaltina (pa-la-nal-TEE-na). A series of seven pyramids joined to form a cone topped by a massive crystal forms 
this city’s Goodwill Temple. The submerged village of Vila Amaury can be found beneath Lake Paranoá, this city’s 
residential district. A sculpture of Bruno Giorgi known as Meteor adorns the floating gardens of the Itamaraty (i-ta-ma-RA-
tee) Palace, a creation of Brule Marx. The form of this city is given by the arc of the Highway Axis and the linear 
Monumental Axis. Its Praça dos Três Poderes contains the offices of the Palácio Planalto and the Palácio da Alvarado as well 
as a set of twin towers flanked by a bowl and dome. FTP, name this airplane-shaped planned city of Lucio Costa and Oscar 
Niemeyer, the capital of Brazil. 

Answer: Brasilia 

7. The “little” region of this name reaches into the Čenkovska (chen-KOV-ska) forest-steppe in the north and to Lake 
Neusiedl (NOY-zee-dl) to the west. A type of isolated farm typical of this region is the tanyák. Among the local 
summits in this landscape are the sand ridge of the Illacs (IL-ach), which is broken by Lead Mountain, and Hoportyó, 
its highest point. The Matyó people are native to this area which contains the Little Sárrét in the south and the Bacskai 
(BACH-kai) Plains in the north. Non-developed parts of this region are known as the puszta (PUS-ta) and are characteristic 
of Hortobagy (HOR-to-baj) National Park. The west part of this region is the wind-blown loess plain of the Kiskunsag 
centering on Kecskemet (KECH-ke-meit), while the east extends to the Apuseni range, is cut by the Köros and Maros Rivers, 
and centers on Debrecen (de-BRE-sen). FTP, name this vast grassy plain in the Pannonian Basin divided by the Tisza (TI-sa) 
River and located east of the Danube that makes up the dominant landscape of Hungary. 

Answer: the Alfold (prompt on “Magyar Plain” or “Hungarian Plain”) 

8. A crater on one of this city’s hills is known as the Bowl of Mataaho, and is named for a local deity of buried things. 
This city’s Sarandingham district boasts large Indian and Sri Lankan communities. North Head and One Tree Hill 
support this city’s most important fortresses, which are known as pas, and which are located on two of this city’s fifty-
three dormant volcanos. This city’s northeastern shoreline is part of the Hibiscus Coast. Cape Rodney lies to the north of this 
city, and the temperate rain forests of the Waitakere (wai-ta-KE-re) Ranges approach this city’s western highlands. 
Devonport and North Shore are important suburbs of this city whose twin harbors are the southwest-facing Manukau and the 
eastern Waitemata (wai-te-MA-ta) and whose skyline is dominated by the tallest tower in the Southern Hemisphere. FTP, 
name this city on the Gulf of Hauraki, the home of the Sky Tower and the largest city in New Zealand. 

Answer: Auckland or Tamaki Makaurau 

9. Ptolemy referred to this place as the Comedae. Xenoliths recovered from fold-and-thrust belts in this place are the 
deepest sampled from a convergent province. The Shughni people inhabit dry valleys which radiate from this feature. 
The only east-west pass across the Sarykol Range, which bounds this area to the east, is the Kulma Pass. Several 
mountain ranges named for this feature are found around Lake Zorkul, on the Gunt River, and around the town of Murghab, 
one of which has a name meaning the “onion range,” and another of which is the Taghdumbash. Its center is a downwarp 
characterized by several overlapping fans; that center is the Trans-Alai geologic province, which features its massive 
Fedchenko Glacier. The Panj and Vakhsh Rivers drain the ranges that are associated with this feature centered in the Gorno-
Badakhshan (GOR-no ba-DAK-shan) Autonomous Oblast of Tajikistan. FTP, name this orogenic node at the convergence of 
the Karakoram, Hindu Kush and Tien Shan Ranges that contains Soviet mountaineering targets formerly named Lenin Peak 
and Karl Marx Peak, whose name refers to a glacier-carved U-shaped valley. 

Answer: Pamir Knot or Rishta Kohöyi Pomir or Congling 

10. A northern dialect of this people known as Ariseachi (a-ree-sa-YA-chee) is on the border of extinction; their other 
languages include Tubare and Chinatú. These people who practice the crop sharing Korima custom are found in 
villages like San Ignacio de Arareka and Guarachochi (gwa-ra-CHO-chee). A type of syncretic Catholicism practiced 
by these people is centered on Iyeruame (i-YE-ru-wa-me) and Onoruame (o-NU-ru-wa-me). The modern Baja (BA-
ha) and the more cave-centered Parral cultures are unique to this people who practice the rarajipari (ra-ra-hi-PA-ri) 
games, which occasionally range over 40 miles. The Piedra Volada and Basaseachic (ba-sa-SAY-a-chik) Waterfalls are 
located in a mountain range that is named for these people. The Sinforosa, Batopilas and Urique (u-REE-kay) Canyons meet 



in the lands of these people to form the Rio Fuerte, which is followed by a train which crosses the Continental Divide at 
Divisadero and accesses the settlement of Creel. FTP, name this Uto-Aztecan people whose homeland is centered in the 
Barranca del Cobre of western Chihuahua (chee-WA-wa), and whose endonym means “fleet-footed.” 

Answer: Tarahumara People, or Rarámuri 

11. Sun Moon Lake hosts the only remaining community of Thao speakers on this landmass whose other Austronesian 
languages include Taroko and Atayal. Eluanbi National Park marks the southernmost point of this landmass, on 
which stands its Dutch Lighthouse. The Koo-p’ing River drains its highlands which are capped by Peaks Hsing-lung 
and Yu Peak, part of the Chung-Yang Range, which is also drained by its longest river, the Cho-Shui. A people group called 
the Nanman Fujian migrated to this island before differentiating and fanning out across the South Pacific. Its indigenous Ami 
People underwent a forced relocation program in the 19th Century, like the Hakka immigrants who were displaced by the 
Fukien majority of municipalities like Kao-Hsiung. The capital of this island sits in a dry lakebed at the base of the Tatun 
Volcano, and boasts a namesake “101” tower. FTP, name this island governed from 1949 by the Kuomintang from Taipei. 

Answer: Taiwan or Zhōnghuá Mínguó or Republic of China (although do not accept “People’s Republic of China or “Zhōnghuá 
Rénmín Gònghéguó”) or Formosa 

12. This province’s town of Lândana is a source of fossilized turtles that bear its name. The Bakamas do Tchizo (ba-KA-
mas do CHEE-zo) is a ritual performed in this province intended to connect its gods with the living and the dead. The 
largest lake in this province is Lake Chissambo, which is found on the Lubinda River. The Chiloanga (chil-WAN-ga) 
River bisects this province. Two separatist groups, one representing the Mayombe minority, and the other identifying 
with common ethnicities in the province of Bengo are active in this province that was created by the Treaty of Simulambuco 
(si-mu-lam-BU-ko). A namesake port on the Bele River with the alternate name of Tchiowa is the chief city of this province 
that was formed from the merger of the N’goyo, Loango and Kakongo Kingdoms. FTP, name this northern exclave formerly 
known as the Portuguese Congo, a province of Angola containing 90% of its oil wealth. 

Answer: Cabinda 

13. A prehistoric version of this body of water extended to the sinks of the Djourab (ju-RAB) and drained through the 
Mayo Kebbi as evidenced by the presence of a species of manatee at its inflows. At the lands of the Babalia people, the 
channel of the Bahr el-Ghazal empties it into the Soro and Bodélé (bo-de-LAY) Depressions. The northeastern reed 
banks of this body of water are known for trona deposits mined by its Kuri and Buduma peoples, and the Kotoko people fish 
for its Alestes species using papyrus-based watercraft called kadeï at its northern pool. The Yedseram and Ebeji Rivers enter 
this body of water from the south, and the Komadugu Yobe (ko-ma-DU-goo YO-bay), which enters it from the west, 
supported the slave-trading city of Ngazargamu (ga-zar-GA-mu), a capital of the Kanem-Bornu system of empires that 
flourished around this lake. FTP, name this lake fed by the Chari-Logone (sha-REE-lo-GO-nay) river system which lends its 
name to a country with capital N’Djamena (n-ja-ME-na). 

Answer: Lake Chad 

14. Torc Waterfall cascades from the Devil’s Punchbowl on the Owengarriff River in this county. One of its pilgrimage 
sites commands its Smerwick Harbor and was founded by St. Maolcethair, and is its Kilmalkedar (kil-mal-KE-dar) 
Church dedicated to St. Brendan in Slea Head. The Blaskets are an archipelago off its coast that had to be evacuated 
in the mid-20th century due to worsening squalls. The landscape of this county ensconces the former monastic center 
Aghadoe and Gallarus Oratory, in addition to the ruined Ross Castle. The Gap of Dunloe is a passage through its 
Macgillycuddy’s (muh-GIL-a-ku-dee) Reeks, which extends westward onto the Iveragh (I-ve-raw) Peninsula, which contains 
Carrantuohill (ka-RAN-to-hil), its nation’s highest mountain. Most of the speakers of its country’s native language are found 
on its Dingle Peninsula. FTP, name this county that borders Limerick and Cork which includes a scroll-scribing monastery on 
Skellig Michael, which contains Killarney and county town Tralee. 

Answer: Kerry or Ciarrai 

15. The Old Malmok Lighthouse is a ruin on this island’s north shore. Gotomeer (go-to-MAIR) Lagoon and the Kaminda 
Lac support this island’s flocks of flamingos, which are reflected by a pink terminal at an airport serving it. Ceru 
Pungi (SE-ru PUN-gi) and Onira are caves on this island which exibit cave paintings of the Caquieto (ka-KYE-to) 
people. Branderis is the highest point on this island, a xeriscape which included the Blue Pan whose halite was once 
mined and stored at Mangazina de Rei (man-ga-ZEE-na de RAY). That site is now protected by its Washington-Slaagbai 
National Park, and this island now evaporates its salt from the artificial lagoon of the Pekelmeer (PE-kel-mair). Unlike 
islands to its east and west, this Papiamento-speaking island forms a special municipality along with St. Eustatius and Saba. 



Fort Orange guards this island’s capital. FTP, name this arid coral island belonging to the Netherlands, the “B” in the “ABC” 
Island Chain, whose capital is Kralendijk (KRAIL-en-daik). 

Answer: Bonaire 

16. One of these landforms contains the Sima de la Lluvia (SI-ma de la YU-vi-ya) and the Sima Martel sinkholes, and was 
named for the sound of the devouring of human flesh by a creature of Ye’kuana mythology. The Arapan ravine passes 
between two of these landforms. An example called Autana contains a cave passing from one end to the other, and the 
Charles Brewer and Guy Collet Abismos are large quartzite caves found beneath them. Kukenan is known as the place 
of the dead to a people who believe Mawani spirits dwell on them. The drosera and heliamphora (he-li-am-FO-ra) 
carnivorous plants are examples of the hyper-endemism that occurs on these landforms. Chimantá is a fragmented example, 
and Ilú-Tramen is a twinned example in the Serra Pacaraima (SE-ra pa-ka-RAI-ma). Roraima is the largest example which 
occurs at an international tri-point. FTP, name these wet sandstone mesas surrounded by the Gran Sabana region, many of 
which are found within Canaima National Park, an example of which is the source of Angel Falls in Venezuela. 

Answer: Tepuis 

17. Tayo is a creole spoken on New Caledonia by immigrants from this territory, who now vastly outnumber the 
population of their homeland. A penitential form of the Morris dance called the ‘eke was created following an axe 
murder that took place on one of these islands. Rhinoceros beetles decimated the coconut crop of one of these islands 
in the 1930s, beginning a mass exodus. Sikaiana in the Solomon Islands was settled by emigrants from one of these 
islands. The Cathedral of Poi commemorates the only Catholic saint from Polynesia on one of these islands, St. Pierre 
Chanel (san-PEER sha-NEL). This department’s only seaway is the Sain Channel in the Horne Islands, which also includes 
Alofi, in the western section of this department, while the island of Uvea and its associated islets are part of the eastern 
group. FTP, name this French overseas collective consisting of two island groups in the South Pacific with capital Mata’Utu. 

Answer: Wallis and Futuna 

18. The largest settlement directly on this river was once known as the Granary of Margus, and is one of only a few to 
settle its banks due to its disastrous floods. This river passes into the Kostolac (ko-STO-lats) Coal Basin below that 
town of Cuprija (tsu-PREE-ya). This river exits its Bagrdan (ba-GUR-dan) Gorge at Lapovo, and for the remainder 
of its length forms its nation’s main agricultural region. Most of this river’s hydroelectricity is supplied by water from 
Lake Vlasina. One of its forks begins at Golija (go-LEE-ya) Mountain, and another begins near the monastery of Poganovo. 
Its middle course passes through the deforested Šumadija (shoo-MA-dee-ya) region as it absorbs the Belica (be-LEE-tsa). A 
city at its confluence with its main tributary contains a famous skull tower and its Mediana was the home of the emperor 
Constantine. This river ends at Smederovo (sme-de-RO-vo), while it begins with the confluence of its West and South 
branches above the city of Niš (NISH). This is the northernmost of the two rivers involved in a proposed canal that would 
connect the Aegean Sea to the Danube. FTP, name this longest river entirely within Serbia. 

Answer: Great Morava River or Velika Morava (“Morava” is wrong, do not prompt) 

19. The Bangr Weogo Park is a marsh found to the northeast of this city known as the “forest of knowledge” to its native 
people. A statue of a woman using a calabash to pour water stands outside this city’s train station. Dibdolobsom (dib-
do-LOB-som) Avenue in this city is the center of its artisanal market. Canals separate this city’s industrial zones of 
Kalghodin from its center, which is situated south of three dams. Dyula and Fulfulde are this city’s minority native 
languages. A festival in this city which takes place at 7AM on Fridays involves a figure who first appears on a horse dressed 
in red, but returns dressed in white following an oath of allegiance and a cannon blast. That figure, The Moro-Naba, is a 
traditional king based in this center of Kadiogo (ka-JO-go) Province which also contains the Kosyam Palace, the home of its 
nation’s president. FTP, name this largest city of the Mossi people and capital of Burkina Faso. 

Answer: Ouagadougou 

20. This river feeds the marshlands of Kaziranga (ka-zi-RAN-ga) National Park, the home of the last population of one-
horned rhinoceros, and one of its tributaries, the Manas is home to a tiger sanctuary. This river’s highland course is 
navigable by hide-and-reed-hulled boats known as Coracles, while its lowland floodplain is characterized by thick reed 
filled depressions known as jheels (ZHEELS). The Chemayungdung (che-ma-yung-dung) Glacier provides most of this 
river’s meltwater before it is joined by the Gyamda and Nyang Chu at Xigazi. This river forms a hook around Namjagbarwa 
Feng (nam-jag-bar-wa feng) and enters the Grand Canyon of the Tsangpo, below which it flows through Arunachal Pradesh 
(a-ru-NA-chal pra-DESH) and the state of Assam. FTP, name this river whose Buriganga (bu-ri-GAN-ga) Distributary goes 
on to join the Ganges, the principal river of Eastern India. 

Answer: Brahmaputra River, or Tsangpo (before mentioned) or Yarlung or Jamuna 



21. This city lies at the center of a geothermal field which includes the Keyraki and Lokbatan mud volcanos. The 
competing gilavar (GI-la-yar) and khazri winds dominate this city’s climate. This city’s native Tat population has 
been gradually replaced with its dominant ethnicity since the 19th Century. A prehistoric observatory was discovered 
at Umid Gaya in this city’s suburb of Nardaran. The saline Lake Boyukshor (bo-YUK-shor) lies northeast of this city. 
The Kyz-Kalasi, or maiden’s tower, as well as the historic minarets of Dzhuma-Mechet (JU-ma ME-chet) and Synyk-Kala 
are to be found in this city’s old town, the Icheri Shekher (I-che-ri SHE-her). Its industrial zone of Black Town was 
established in 1882, and a pipeline beginning in this city shunts petroleum to Batumi. This lowest national capital in the 
world is located on the south side of the Abseron (AB-she-ron) Peninsula. FTP, name this largest metropolis on the Caspian 
Sea, the capital of Azerbaijan. 

Answer: Baku 

22. The Anangu people were displaced to the Yalata Reserve on this body of water due to atomic testing on their ancestral 
lands. Another people who revered the rocks of Murphy’s Haystacks overlooking Baird Bay may have been murdered 
in an alleged massacre at the overlooking Cliffs of Waterloo. The Tchalangaby (cha-LANG-a-bee) Sand Hills are 
found on this body of water. The Fitzgerald River is the main fresh water source on the shores of this body of water, which 
it meets it at Doubtful Island Bay. Right whale calving grounds are found off Cape Ann near its Recherche (re-SHER-she) 
Archipelago; those whales may also be seen south of the Bunda Cliffs, and have seen a resurgence from whalers at stations 
like Coffin Bay. Its ports of Albany and Esperance were the targets of a 19th century gold rush. Much of the shores of this 
body of water consist of the Nullarbor Plain, which terminates at sea cliffs known as its “head,” and its coast stretches from 
Cape Pasley to Cape Catastrophe on the Eyre Peninsula. FTP, name this bight located on its continent’s south coast. 

Answer: Great Australian Bight 

23. Gausolen is this city’s primary wetland area. The bridge of Gamle Bybbro (GAM-lay BEE-bro) leads to its 
Kristiansten Fort, which was used as a prison during one occupation of this city, and its Munkholmen (MUNK-hol-
men) is a former execution grounds on an island across from its seafood market, Ravenkloa (RA-ven-kla-wa). The 
main harbor of this city is at Brattora. A statue in this city’s Torvet Square depicts its founder astride a slave who 
assassinated a former ruler. This largely wooden city has burned and been rebuilt 15 times since the 16th Century, and the 
Erkebispegarden (er-ke-BIS-pe-gar-den) and Stiftsgarden are its largest wooden structures. This former city of Kaupangr 
(kaw-PAN-gur), the trade rival of Bergen, contains the grave of a king whose body was miraculously preserved following the 
battle of Stiklestad (STI-kle-stad), St. Olaf. FTP, name this city on the Nidelva River that is home to Nidaros Cathedral, the 
home of the original Kongsgard, the traditional site of coronation of Norwegian royalty. 

Answer: Trondheim 

24. Resources in this area are hosted by the Silurian Qusaiba Formation and the Cretaceous Wasia. A chain of lakes 
around its town of Mundafen is sustained by moisture from the Tuwaiq Escarpment.  Surah 89, Ayad 6 through 14 
references a kingdom believed to lie in this area that was destroyed, possibly for disobeying a prophet called Hud. A 
series of craters known as Wabar were discovered on an expedition to that kingdom in the region of ‘Aad which bears the 
epithet “of the pillars.” A salt marsh known as the “mother of worries,” the Al-Samim, is found on the eastern edge of this 
location. A fortified spring called Luwi is found in this region’s northeast. The natural gas reserve Al-Shaybah lies in this 
region as does the largest oil field in the world, the Al-Ghawar. The lost kingdom of Imer may lie within, FTP, what large 
desert in Saudi Arabia, the largest continuous area of sand in the world? 

Answer: Rub al-Khali or Empty Quarter 

25. This common name designates a stream also referred to as the Colorado in Catamarca (ka-ta-MAR-ka). The Cabra 
Corral Dam is an irrigation project on another river whose only tributary begins as the Cajón. That river starts as 
meltwater from Mt. Acay and Mt. Cachi under the name Juramento (he-ra-MEN-to), receiving this name only after 
reaching Santiago del Estero. The southernmost river bearing this name waters the Cuyo after rising on the volcano Tipas, 
and receives the Jachal (HA-chal) and Tinuyán. Still another bearing the appellation “del Sur” begins in the El Chañar 
Lagoon, flows through General Belgrano and empties into the Samborombón (sam-bo-rom-BON) Bay. The longest is also 
called the Bermejo (ber-ME-ho) or Desaguadero, and forms the western boundary of La Rioja (la ri-O-ha) and San Luís 
provinces, barely reaching the Colorado due to overirrigation. FTP, give the common name of these Argentine rivers, the 
northernmost of which is the final tributary of the Paraná, a name which is contrasted with the sweet waters of the parallel 
Dulce River. 

Answer: Río Salado 



26. A Kupsabiny (koop-sa-BI-nee)-speaking people of the foothills of Mt. Wagagai are a western branch of this people, 
the Sebei. Another branch of this people practices the traditional educational ways of Kemuratanet (ke-mu-ra-TA-
net) and dwell with a people who primarily inhabit the Kerio Valley. This collection of peoples is united by the life-
cycle divisions of the ibinwek and is represented by the Myoot Council. The Menengai Crater lies on the traditional lands of 
this people north of the Mau Range. The Kipharen (kip-HA-ren) River is the approximate northern limit of the namesake 
language spoken by this people, beyond which these people speak Pokoot, while the Amala River flows from their lands into 
the country of the Masai. Majimbo (ma-JIM-bo) was a policy of one of its Tugen (TOO-gen) members which favored these 
people of Nakuru over the Kikuyu. FTP, name this southern Nilotic ethnic group of Kenya’s Rift Valley, whose members 
include former president Daniel T. Arap Moi. 

Answer: Kalenjin 

27. The Sigalegale (si-ga-le-GA-le) puppet dance is performed at weddings on this body of water, a ritual of a tribe that 
tried and executed prisoners at the stone chairs of Ambarita (am-ba-REE-ta). That tribe has a royal cemetery at 
Tomok on one of its islands. Tuk Tuk is the main settlement of this lake’s indigenous Batak ethnicity. An alternative 
theory to a problem solved by the Out of Africa Founder Effect suggests that this body of water’s creation was responsible 
for the narrowing of human populations to only a few tens of thousands of individuals. Recent activity on this lake has 
involved the uplift of the Uluan Peninsula and the island at its center, Samosir. Four stratovolcanic cones have emerged 
above the surface of this lake, and the volcanoes of Pangulubao (pan-gu-LOO-bow) and Sinabung are near this lake’s shores. 
The largest volcanic eruption in the Quaternary period created, FTP, what largest crater lake in the world located in northern 
Sumatra? 

Answer: Donau Toba 

28. An alternate name for this mountain derives from a peak Gilgamesh tunneled through to reach Dilmun, and other 
endonyms used for it translate to the Mountain of Pain and the Mountain of Fire. The overlapping Dogubeyazit-
Gurbalak (do-gu-be-YA-zeet-gur-BA-lak) and Igdir Faults have created a pull-apart basin separated by this 
mountain. Balik Lake gives rise to the Gurgure Stream on its southwest flank, which defines its southern drainage. 
This mountain is commonly photographed from the Khor Virap Monastery. A chapel dedicated to St. James and the city 
and monastery of St. Jacob once existed on this mountain, which contains a stone structure said to be an altar built by the 
father of Haik, whose descendents dwell in a nation to its east. That nation features this mountain on its coat of arms, namely 
Armenia. Divided into its greater and lesser cones, FTP, name this high mountain in Eastern Turkey, the supposed resting 
place for Noah’s Ark. 

Answer: Mt. Ararat or Ağri Dagi or Çiyayê Ayirí 

29. The Etshas are a series of 13 makeshift villages on the western edge of this region set up by the Mbukushu (m-bu-
KOO-shoo) People. The Selena Spillway connects this region to the Magwegqana (mag-way-K//A-na) River. The 
Xakanaxa Lediba (sha-ka-NA-sha le-DEE-ba) is a thin strip of land between a marsh and a lagoon that is this region’s 
principal heronry. Shallow draft ebony log canoes known as makoro are the primary means of transportation in this 
region whose central and eastern portions are covered by the Moremi Reserve. The Sandveldt Tongue is an extension of 
this region into dunefields. This region’s largest expanse of arable land is found on Chiefs Island, one of its many palm 
islands. This region is created when its namesake splits into the Thaoge (THOW-gay), Xudum (SHOO-doom) and 
Thamakalane (tha-ma-la-KA-nay) distributaries, which then disappear into the sands of the Nxaragha (n-sha-RA-ga) Valley 
northwest of the Makgadikgadi (ma-ka-di-KA-di) Salt Pans. FTP, name this large wetland area in northern Botswana. 

Answer: Okavango Delta (prompt on “Chobe” or “Northwest District”) 

30. A predecessor to this city was discovered when the Valli di Comacchio marshes to its east were drained. This city’s 
Jewish ghetto was defined by the Vias Vignatagliata (vi-nya-ta-li-YA-ta), Sabioni and Gattamarcia (ga-ta-MAR-cha), 
and a museum of Judaism in this city contains the Garden of Questions. This city’s industrial zone has linked it with 
the town of Pontelagoscura (pon-te-la-go-SKU-ra). The churches of Certosa and Santa Maria in Vado are found in 
this city where artifacts of Spina are in the museum of Ludovico il Moro, and the Palazzo Diamante is this city’s main art 
museum. A university in this city contains the original text of Orlando Furioso. An unfinished bell tower in this city is built 
of alternating pink and white bands of marble designed by Leon Battista Alberti, who was part of a namesake school of art 
led by Andrea Mantegna and funded by a ruling family that included Niccolo, Alfonso and Ercole. FTP, name this city of the 
Po di Volano river in Emilio Romagna northeast of Bologna that contains the San Giorgio Cathedral and the Este Castle. 

Answer: Ferrara 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. The main promontory on this city’s meandering river is known as its Altmuenster (ALT-moin-ster) Plateau. A 
sculptor who refused to produce Aryan-supremacist art works was imprisoned in this city’s Abbaye de Neumunster 
(a-BAY de NOI-mun-ster). This city on the Rham Plateau is defended by Park Redoubt, which was reinforced by a 
castle called Fort Thungen, and another fortress around which this city was developed was built on its Bock Cliff. This 
city’s Cathedral of Notre Dame contains the tomb of John the Blind of Bohemia, and a cemetery 4 miles east of this city 
contains the graves of Edward Betts and George Patton. A building in this city overlooking the winding gorges of the Alzette 
and Petrusse Rivers replaced the European Atomic Energy Commission, the European Coal and Steel Community and the 
European Economic Community following the Treaty of Rome. FTP, name this seat of the European Court of Justice and 
capital of a namesake nation in the Benelux. 

Answer: Luxembourg City or Letzeburg 

32. A minority Balamon Hindu population in this city once carried a lion from its Mariamman Temple through its streets 
during the festival of Aadi. That temple was built by its Tamil population, which also built the Jamail mosque, which 
serves a Malaysian and Indonesian population. This city’s Khmer (KMAI) community, which calls it Prey Nokor, 
centers on the Chantaransey (chan-ta-RAN-sey) Temple. This city’s wealth is concentrated around the Starlight Bridge in 
its District 7. The Carlos Zapata designed Bitexco Financial Tower was built in the shape of a lotus bulb in this city. Its tallest 
skyscraper is Landmark 81, found on its Golden River. A native temple in this city contains an altarpiece beneath the Left 
Eye of God and features Victor Hugo. Another temple in this city contains the slender yellow Xa Loi Pagoda, and was the 
focus of dissent against a figure whose Norodom Palace was destroyed in an assassination attempt, after which the 
Independence Palace, later the Reunification Palace, was built by Ngo Vinh Diem. FTP, name this large city in South 
Vietnam named for a prominent Communist patriot. 

Answer: Ho Chi Minh City or Saigon 

33. This province contains the aspen forests of the Thickwood Heights, part of a glacial landscape which also includes the 
tills of the Wapawekka (wa-pa-WE-ka) Plateau and the interglacial ridges of the Pasquia Hills, which are so kerogen-
rich they occasionally catch fire due to lightning strikes. The gold-bearing Cypress Hills in its south are the only 
landform that escaped glaciation. A people group whose name means “cookers with hot stones” was centered in this 
province, which also names a tributary of a river that elicited the inquiry “who calls?” due to its propensity to murmur names. 
That legend of that river, which emerges from Elbow Lake, is recounted by a poem of Emily Johnson in the “Legend of the 
Qu’Appelle (kwa-PEL) Valley.” Lac La Ronge (la-RONJ) overflows into the Churchill River in this province. Another river, 
whose north and south branches merge in this province, means “swift running river,” and flows through Prince Albert. Its 
capital is found east of the city of Moose Jaw. FTP, name this wheat-growing Canadian province with capital Regina. 

Answer: Saskatchewan 


